The pharmaceutical industry is rapidly evolving and experiencing a diverse set of competing challenges. These challenges include a changing healthcare landscape and transition of care out of the traditional clinical settings to alternative sites, including patients’ homes. Several biologic blockbusters have expiring patents, increasing pressure on pharmaceutical companies to maximise revenue and stay ahead of competition. There is also an emergence of biosimilars fuelling the need for effective drug product differentiation. Lastly, patient demands and expectations are changing as they seek a greater role in their own care.

To address these challenges, innovative pharmaceutical companies continue to advance their clinical development pipelines to develop new and more sophisticated biologics. Other companies are revisiting their lifecycle management strategies and general market entry approaches to compete more successfully (identifying new use cases, alternative delivery formats, and promoting value-added services that boost patient engagement). Some companies are riding new technology trends towards a more cost-effective and patient-centric healthcare delivery model.

In this article, Temitope Sodunke, PhD, Strategic Innovation Leader, BD Medical – Pharmaceutical Systems, introduces the BD Evolve™ On-body Injector and describes how the device is designed specifically to address the rapidly evolving needs of the pharma industry and meet patient requirements.

“With the introduction of the BD Evolve™ On-body Injector, we now give pharma companies a wearable solution that is designed to enable new delivery formats in alternate settings.”
### BD Evolve™ Features

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key Supporting Strategy</th>
<th>BD Evolve™ Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Innovate new products with delivery characteristics that improve patient experience and acceptance</td>
<td>Customisable to support different treatment regimens (pulsatile, continuous, episodic, or single bolus delivery)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leverage key clinical data to benchmark versus standard regimens</td>
<td>Programmable for delayed or timed administration up to 3 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximise clinical differentiation against intensifying competition</td>
<td>Designed to enable new delivery formats in alternate settings and to support treatment conversions (IV to SC, IM to SC, bolus to basal)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improve line of sight to patient compliance with unobtrusive measurement and monitoring</td>
<td>Equipped with connected capabilities – Bluetooth for remote and secure one-way communication with additional options to enhance injection data capture.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Differentiate biosimilar combination products</td>
<td>Designed for effective SC delivery of up to 3 mL of medications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provide access to viable treatment regimens</td>
<td>Flexible to support adjustments to existing formulations and variations in treatment regimens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Augment value proposition of an asset around convenience and clinical efficacy</td>
<td>Convenient for at-home medication delivery which may improve adherence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduce healthcare costs while improving the patient experience</td>
<td>Adaptable to enable reduced cost of patient care (reduced hospital visits and transportation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Give providers an option that may improve outcomes and patient experience</td>
<td>Flexible to support adjustments to existing formulations and variations in treatment regimens</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Benefits associated with the BD Evolve™ On-body Injector.

To be successful with the above strategies, pharmaceutical companies will need to rely on drug delivery systems that:

1. Address the complexity and variability around novel drug delivery characteristics
2. Enable drug product differentiation through solutions centered on the patient experience
3. Are designed to optimise the standard of care.

At BD, we understand these challenges and are developing solutions that will enable the delivery and successful commercialisation of complex biologics. With the introduction of the BD Evolve™ On-body Injector (Figure 1), we now give pharmaceutical companies a wearable solution that is designed to enable new delivery formats in alternate settings and is designed for customisation to support adjustments to existing formulations and variations in treatment regimens. Table 1 aligns key pharma strategies with supporting strategies BD can provide its pharma partner, together with specific beneficial features of the BD Evolve™ On-body Injector relevant to each strategy.

1. **Addressing the Complexity & Variability Around Drug Delivery Characteristics**

   The number of biological drugs continues to increase rapidly (>900 biologics currently in development) as pharma companies seek novel formulation strategies as a way to treat challenging conditions more effectively and to retain their market position in the face of competition. Therapeutic formulations are progressing through development and becoming more complex as research continues to yield new types of drug products. Biologic attributes can range in dimension for volume, viscosity, dosing frequency and type of administration. In addition, some medications now require a more tailored delivery approach depending on the therapeutic area and unique requirements of individual patient populations. The drug may need to be delivered in a single bolus format, turned on, off, or even modulated over time to enable more complex delivery profiles – continuous, episodic, timed, delayed, or delivery over multiple time frames.

   For innovative pharmaceutical companies looking to commercialise a challenging biologic successfully, an advanced drug delivery device that is customisable and programmable to support different treatment regimens (across a range of delivery volumes for extended wear durations) can be beneficial. The BD Evolve™ On-body Injector is designed to be customisable to support different drug and delivery attributes and is designed to be programmable for delayed or timed administration of medications.

2. **Enabling Differentiation Through Solutions Centred on the Patient Experience**

   A shared goal of both pharmaceutical companies and healthcare providers is to improve patient experience and outcomes. Today’s patients are at the centre of the healthcare ecosystem, inspiring new research and delivery approaches, while becoming savvy consumers of health information. With the shift of care from hospitals to the home, patients are required to take a more active role in their care and demand more user-friendly, more convenient interventions. To address this trend, pharmaceutical companies are shifting formulations typically meant for intravenous (IV) delivery or intramuscular (IM) delivery to subcutaneous (SC) delivery formats.

   SC delivery offers patients greater convenience, flexibility for at home treatment, and greater control over their own treatment administration versus IV delivery. In addition, clinical researchers are looking at alternatives to intermittent bolus injections as a way to improve patient tolerability and elicit a more physiologically relevant response. For example, a recent NIH study in children with severe congenital hypoparathyroidism showed clinical advantage with medication delivered using a slow basal rate versus twice-daily injections.
Pharmaceutical companies seeking to differentiate their combination drug product can benefit from a device that enables effective SC administration of medications across a range of delivery volumes for extended wear in alternate sites. Such an advanced delivery device could also support value-added adjustments to existing formulations and improve the overall patient experience. The BD Evolve™ On-Body Injector is designed to enable new delivery formats in alternate settings and support various treatment conversions, such as IV to SC, IM to SC, and bolus to basal. BD Evolve™ also enables differentiation with smart capabilities to support remote and secure one-way communication of dosing information via Bluetooth.

3. Providing Solutions that Optimise the Standard of Care:
Healthcare systems are seeking solutions that enable providers to flex how treatment is delivered to the patient. With the shift to home-based care, providers are changing their perspectives to consider patients as partners in their care, whereby a patient is empowered to self-administer their medication and more empowered as part of the overall treatment decision making process. For many patients, the care journey can be cumbersome. From frequent hospital or care centre visits to managing multiple medications, patients are often loaded with all the extra steps involved in taking care of their health.

As an example, patients undergoing fertility treatments are often burdened with more than just the physiological and emotional stress of their treatment. These patients have to manage the organisational and logistical aspects of continuing their treatment including the need to make multiple trips to the clinic, sometimes over the weekend and in distant clinic locations.

An advanced delivery device that can be pre-programmed to deliver the hormone treatment within the specified delivery window in the comfort of the patient’s home could mean that the patient no longer needs to go into the clinic over the weekend. These patients can be empowered to self-administer their medication at home and providers can have the assurance that the right amount of medication will be delivered within the required therapeutic window.

Aside from patient convenience, these benefits can potentially lower the overall cost of patient care – reducing follow-up visits to the physician, clinics no longer have to open at the weekend or after hours to accommodate the specific timing of injection – thus reducing the total overhead costs for the providers. Patients can also save on the cost of transportation (to and from the clinic) and minimise lost wages, in cases where work is missed and wages are unpaid.

BD Evolve™ is filled at the time of use, designed to provide flexibility to support adjustments to existing formulations and variations in treatment regimen and can be worn for up to three days; allowing for convenient at-home medication delivery which may improve adherence as well as reduce the cost of care.

“BD Evolve™ is filled at the time of use, designed to provide flexibility to support adjustments to existing formulations and variations in treatment regimen and can be worn for up to three days.”

As an industry leader in parenteral delivery devices that help treat chronic disease, BD continually explores new ways to advance the standard of care for various conditions and healthcare challenges. An area of focus has been the delivery and successful commercialisation of complex biologics, a priority underserved by current delivery formats.

Our solution is designed to incorporate preferential attributes for our pharmaceutical partners, providers, and patients with the goal to improve the patient experience and lower the overall cost of care. With the introduction of BD Evolve™ On-body Injector, we now give pharmaceutical customers an innovative solution for customisable and programmable SC administration of biologics. It is a system that is flexible, allowing for continuous, episodic, or delayed delivery across a range of volumes for extended wear and durations in alternate sites.

The BD Evolve™ On-body Injector goes beyond traditional delivery boundaries to address the changing needs of combination drug products:

- BD Evolve™ is designed to enable the delivery of novel biologics, support different drug and delivery attributes, and is programmable for delayed or timed administration of medications
- BD Evolve™ is designed to enable differentiation with connected capabilities to support remote and secure one-way communication of dosing information via Bluetooth
- BD Evolve™ enables effective SC administration of up to 3 mL of medication and provides greater flexibility for adjustments to existing formulations and variations in treatment regimens with up to three-day wear allowing for convenient at-home medication delivery which may improve adherence, reduce the cost of delivery, and optimise the standard of care.

In summary, the BD On-Body Injector System is a new solution that pushes traditional boundaries of drug delivery formats to serve the delivery demands of combination drug products.

“Providers are changing their perspectives to consider patients as partners in their care, whereby a patient is empowered to self-administer their medication and more empowered as part of the overall treatment decision making process.”
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